[Proton cycles through membranes in bacteria: relationship between proton passive and active fluxes and their dependence on some external physico-chemical factors under fermentation].
This paper represents H+ circles through the bacterial membranes, their peculiarities and relationship with ATP synthesis or hydrolysis, utilization or accumulation of energy are considered. Data on passive and active proton (H+) fluxes through the bacterial membranes are analyzed and their relationship with membrane H+ conductance (Gm(H+)) and permeability for H+ (P(H+)) is discussed. Methods for determination of bacterial membrane Gm(H+) are presented and some difficulties in obtaining and interpreting data are pointed out. Different ways and mechanisms of passive and active H+ fluxes, including a role of membrane lipids in H+ transfer, importance of phase transitions in lipid bilayers, operation of protonophores as well as H+ translocation via the F0 factor of the F0F1-ATPase, are discussed. Dependence of Gm(H+) for Escherichia coli, Enterococcus hirae, Streptococcus lactis and other bacteria on some external physico-chemical growth factors, particularly, on pH and oxidation reduction potential as well as influence of osmotic stress on Gm(H+) and H+ active fluxes through the bacterial membrane under fermentation have been shown. The relationship between Gm(H+), P(H+) and active H+ fluxes through a membrane is proposed, possible mechanisms of relationship between their alterations depending on pH and oxidation reduction potential are discussed. The results are important for understanding the structural and functional properties of bacterial membranes determining H+ cycles operation and mechanisms of H+ fluxes essential in adaptation of bacteria to altered environment conditions.